
ВВЕДЕНИЕ  +
⦿ Space exploration was the greatest achievement 

of the 20th century

An astounding number  (of) discoveries were 
made in the 20th century. Space exploration is 
considered to be the most significant revelation 
from  all of them by some people while others do 
not share this viewpoint.

⦿ The most significant of them 
is considered by some people to be 

При перефразировании указываем 20 век
Space exploration is considered by some people to 
be the most significant revelation of those that were 
made in the 20th century 



REVELATION
⦿ The revelation of something is the act of 

making it known
⦿ Прилагательные с которыми можно 

использовать 
⦿ amazing, astonishing, devastating, 

embarrassing, sensational, shattering, 
shock, startling, sudden | fresh, latest, 
recent | divine



МНЕНИЕ АВТОРА +
⦿ In my opinion, the research of space is really the 

most important achievement of the last century. 
Firstly, space exploration has given people more 
knowledge about the Universe than any of other 
existing sources. Due to space stations first 
photos of planets and other celestial bodies were 
taken and people finally found out what they 
look like. Secondly, space exploration has led to 
the development of new technologies. For 
instance, a sputnik connection has provided 
communication between people from different 
parts of the world, a navigation system made it 
possible to forget about inconvenient compasses 
and maps.



МНЕНИЕ ОППОНЕНТА +-
⦿ However, not all (the) people share my 

viewpoint. They believe that space 
exploration has not affected all people to the 
same extent . If a person is not a scientist or 
a professor then this knowledge  will never 
be useful to him

⦿ To the same extent as____  не завершена 
мысль 

⦿ this knowledge лучше точнее представить 
какие именно знания 

⦿ На мой взгляд не хватает точности в 
аргументах 



ОПРОВЕРЖЕНИЕ АРГУМЕНТОВ 
ОППОНЕНТА + 
⦿

Nevertheless, I do not agree with this 
statement ( the reasons given by 
opponents) . Almost everyone uses the 
technologies that we have owing to space 
exploration. For instance, GPS or sputnik 
TV (предложение должно быть 
подлежащее и сказуемое – или 
присоединить к предыдущему) 



ЗАВЕРШЕНИЕ + 
⦿ Taking into consideration different opinions, 

I am still convinced that space exploration is 
(was) the greatest accomplishment of the 
20th century as it has allowed people to find 
out the necessary information for making 
new discoveries and give an opportunity for 
further development.

⦿ Параграф лучше представить через linking 
words in conclusion/ finally/ to conclude/ on 
balance 


